Pallas - Party banters samples

Characters:
Mariam: A young girl seeking revenge, not confident in herself.
Annie: A valiant woman looking to prove herself, stubborn and always seeing the bright side
of life.
Spear: A sarcastic weapon also called the Palladium, wielded by Mariam or Annie.

Party banters
● Mariam/Spear
Relationship: Strangers
When: At the beginning of the game, no boss defeated
Encounters: Low levels mobs
➢ Trigger: Character below 50% health
[Mariam; breathless] That’s… way harder than what I thought! Am I not supposed to be
powerful, thanks to you?
[Spear; presumptuous] Young girl, it won’t work like that. You have to gain some skills.
[Mariam, exasperated] I’m trying! Now help me you stupid stick or you won’t like what I’ll do
to you.

➢ Trigger: Killing multiple mobs without taking a hit
[Spear; proud] There you go! I knew you had more to give than what you looked like.
[Mariam; hesitant] I feel you want me to thank you but I won’t.
[Spear; gasping] What a fool was I to think you would have had better manners than your
mother.

● Annie/Spear
Relationship: Friends
When: Middle of the game, 3 bosses defeated
Encounters: Mid-level mobs
➢ Trigger: Character counter-attacking after a critical hit
[Spear; frightened] Be careful Annie! You can’t just jump into the melee and hope for the
best!
[Annie; laughing] That was nothing, I’m having fun!
[Spear; perplexed] You have to stop doing that or you’ll die! I care about you dammit.
➢ Trigger: Character using a healing spell
[Annie; relieved] Feeling better! How are you doing Pal’?
[Spear; exhausted] Please Annie be more gentle with me, I may be a weapon but I am a
delicate one.
[Annie; chuckling] I’ll try my friend but I can’t promise you anything!

● Mariam/Annie
Relationship: Lovers
When: Before the final battle
Encounters: High-level mobs
➢ Trigger: Characters both low-life
[Mariam; fearful] Annie! I can’t do this anymore!
[Annie; determined] Yes you can! They won’t stop us, Mariam, I won’t let you down. Never.
[Mariam; resolute] Me... neither. Face me you cowards!
➢ Trigger: Characters both doing multiple kills at the same time
[Annie; inspired] And that’s how you do it!
[Mariam; proud] I didn’t think I was that powerful!
[Annie; intimate] Oh I’ve never doubted that.

